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Poshyvailo-Strube and colleagues investigated how the inclusion of groundwater modeling
would affect heat wave characteristics in Europe. This is an important topic as
groundwater plays a critical role in land-atmosphere interactions, but its modeling has
been oversimplified or neglected in climate models. However, before I recommend
publication, I have two major concerns that need to be addressed by the authors. Hope
they will be useful to the authors.

 

1. The title seems to suggest that this paper will be providing and evaluating a new
climatology of extreme heat events in Europe. I would expect the authors to compare
their new climatology to observation-informed heat wave characteristics. However, I did
not find any comparison with observations. The paper itself seems to discuss how
groundwater modeling would affect heat waves just by comparing their model to other no-
groundwater models. This seems not new to me as the authors have stated in line 60. An
opportunity to improve probably is to add an observational perspective. Are the heat wave
characteristics modeled by TSMP better agree with temperature observations than other
models and by how much?

 

2. The current paper lacks an investigation of which process the groundwater had the
influence to change the temperature anomalies. The intuitive processes are soil moisture
and evapotranspiration. The comparison between TSMP and other RCMs may not be
entirely due to groundwater. Other factors such as forcing, and structure differences (how
they model vegetation) may also contribute to the difference. An opportunity to address
this is to run the TSMP without the groundwater component and compare the affected



processes within TSMP rather than across different RCM settings.
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